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Project Procurement-Related Reviews 

 
Mandate: 
 
ADB’s Anticorruption Policy requires all parties, including borrowers, beneficiaries, bidders, 
consultants, suppliers, contractors, and ADB staff to observe the highest ethical standards when 
participating in ADB-related activities. The Policy supports ADB’s obligation, in accordance with 
Article 14 (xi) of the Agreement Establishing the Asian Development Bank, to ensure that the 
proceeds of ADB financing are used only for intended purposes.  
 
As mandated by ADB’s Anticorruption Policy, the Office of Anticorruption and Integrity (OAI) 
conducts project procurement-related reviews (PPRRs) or proactive project integrity risk reviews 
to help prevent and detect integrity violations (i.e., fraud, corruption, collusion, coercion, abuse, 
conflict of interest, and obstruction).  
 
 
Objective: 
 
A PPRR assesses project integrity risks through the (i) examination of processes, procedures, 
and documentation related to procurement, financial management, and contract 
implementation/management, and (ii) inspection of project outputs. OAI recommends 
enhancements to mitigate or eliminate opportunities for integrity violations. 
 
OAI conducts follow-up reviews on selected PPRRs to (i) assess the implementation progress 
of the PPRR recommendations, and (ii) assist the executing/implementing agencies and ADB in 
implementing any remaining recommendations. 
 
A PPRR is neither an investigation of fraud and corruption nor an evaluation to assess 
development effectiveness of ADB-funded projects. It does not review project outcomes or 
development impact, which can only be assessed after the completion of a project. 
 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
In preparing any country program or strategy, financing any project, or by making any designation 
of or reference to a particular territory or geographic area in this document, the Asian 
Development Bank does not intend to make any judgments as to the legal or other status of any 
territory or area. 



 
 

 

EXECUTIVE SUMMARY 

 
The Office of Anticorruption and Integrity (OAI) of the Asian Development Bank (ADB) conducted 
a project procurement related review (PPRR) of Bhutan’s Second Green Power Development 
Project from 25 February to 15 March 2019.  The main objective of the PPRR is to verify compliance 
with applicable agreements, policies, and guidelines, with a focus on preventing and detecting 
integrity violations.  The PPRR team examined the procurement and financial management 
documentation of the two largest works contracts and inspected the related physical outputs.  This 
report presents the findings and recommendations of the PPRR.   
 
The $198.18 million project, substantially funded by ADB Grant 0421-BHU, Loan 3225-BHU and 
Loan 3226-BHU, will construct a 118-megawatt capacity hydropower plant on the Nikachhu River 
in Trongsa, Bhutan. The project aims to export power to India through a public–private partnership.  
ADB’s project pipeline for Bhutan includes three more green power projects with a combined cost 
of $785 million, of which $260 million will be financed by ADB.  The lessons from this PPRR will 
benefit this project and future similar projects in Bhutan.  
 
Druk Green Power Corporation (DGPC), executing agency, and Tangsibji Hydro Energy Limited 
(THyE), implementing agency have demonstrated strong project ownership and share a good 
working relationship with the ADB project team.   
 
The issues in this report relate mainly to inconsistent bid evaluations and implementation 
oversights.  These issues are not a result of, nor resulted in, any integrity violations.  However, if 
these issues are not addressed in a timely manner, the risk of ADB’s Anticorruption Policy being 
violated increases.  Four issues were identified as high risks and are highlighted below.   
 
Contract conditions differ from recommended practice.  Contract A, one of the two key 
contracts for the project, applied EPC contract conditions even though these are not suitable for 
construction activities involving substantial underground works.1  DGPC and THyE modified the 
contract by using an admeasurement price and payment scheme for rock excavation and by 
providing for THyE’s direct involvement in contract implementation.  These changes to the contract 
conditions may result in disputes, further implementation delays and – as a result – lost revenues 
from the project. 
 
Contract negotiations after contract award and prior to signing.2  THyE held protracted 
negotiations with the lowest evaluated responsive bidder after the contract award and prior to 
contract signing.  Matters which should have been settled during bid evaluation were discussed.  
This exposed THyE to the risk of other bidders raising concerns on the transparency in the 
procurement process.   While there is no indication that there was anything untoward with the 
negotiations, such negotiations may lead to loss of trust in a fair procurement process and may 
deter bidders from participating in future bids or encourage others to (re)negotiate contract terms 
after the contract has been awarded.  
 
Lack of consistency in treatment of bids.  The evaluation and treatment of bids was not 
consistent.    Some bidders were asked to clarify and provide additional documents to support their 

 
1  EPC – Engineer, procure and construct.  Under EPC, all risks (including unforeseeable difficulties) are to be taken 

by the contractor. 
2   Paras. 2.61 – 2.64 of the ADB Procurement Guidelines (2013) state the circumstances where negotiations may be 

allowed with prior ADB approval. 
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bids while one bidder was not.   Evaluation processes that are inconsistent may lead to allegations 
of bias, favoritism, and/or collusion.  
 
Adjusting commercial terms after contract signing.   The payment terms under Contract A were 
adjusted to address implementation issues resulting from the contractor’s insufficient cash flows. 
These adjustments have effectively reduced the contractor’s financing costs without a 
corresponding reduction in the contract price.  While ADB reviewed these adjustments and 
conducted due diligence, it was noted that the final endorsement did not fully follow ADB’s internal 
process.  Bidders in future similar contracts may deliberately submit low bids with expectations that 
they can recover losses through the adjustment of contract terms.  
 
To address the findings highlighted above and minimize the risk of similar issues recurring in future 
projects, the following are the key recommendations: 
 

• THyE’s team of engineers needs to address the reported risks and any other risks arising 
from the current Contract A design, through a detailed risk assessment and mitigation plan.  
For future projects, ADB and DGPC should conduct strategic procurement planning, which 
includes more comprehensive and project-focused risk assessments to identify practical, 
fit-for-purpose procurement solutions that meet project requirements. 

 

• THyE should strictly apply the bid evaluation process in treating material and non-material 
deviations instead of handling these during contract negotiations.  The ADB Energy 
Division, South Asia Deparment (SAEN) should closely coordinate with THyE and monitor 
that contract signing is done within the prescribed period.   
 

• DGPC and THyE, in collaboration with SAEN, should strengthen staff capacity on bid 
preparation and evaluation through regular training.  There should be a consistent approach 
to evaluating different bids to ensure that bidders are treated fairly.  
 

• THyE should document the justification for commercial adjustments already made in 
Contract A.  SAEN should consult the Procurement, Portfolio and Financial Management 
Department and Office of the General Counsel to identify, assess and mitigate any 
contractual and/or legal risks as a result of these adjustments.  In future contracts, changing 
the commercial terms should not be permitted as this may create opportunities for collusion 
between parties to the contract.  If unavoidable, ADB should review and approve contract 
adjustments according to the project administration instructions.  

 
Strong procurement and internal controls mitigate the risk of improper use of project funds and 
assets, maximize development effectiveness, and deter fraud and corruption. OAI commends 
DGPC and THyE for the positive reception to the PPRR findings and the actions taken to address 
these.  They have expressed strong commitment to continue addressing the PPRR findings and 
apply the lessons learned in future projects.  DGPC and THyE are encouraged to collaborate with 
ADB to strengthen the sector’s capacity to manage for development results.   
 
The cooperation of DGPC, THyE, and ADB South Asia Department, through Bhutan Resident 
Mission, in this exercise is much appreciated.  OAI values the courtesy and support extended to 
the PPRR team. 
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I. OVERVIEW 

 
1. The Office of Anticorruption and Integrity (OAI) of the Asian Development Bank (ADB) 
conducted a project procurement-related review (PPRR) of the Second Green Power 
Development Project (44444-013) in Trongsa, Bhutan from 25 February to 15 March 2019.3  This 
report presents the findings and recommendations of the PPRR. 

 
2. The PPRR verified the project’s compliance with applicable ADB policies, guidelines, and 
the grant and loan agreements. The PPRR focused on preventing and detecting integrity 
violations, which may lead to increased costs (financial, environmental, and social), reduced 
revenues, and misallocation of ADB funds.  
 
Project Background 
 
3. The reviewed project will construct the Nikachhu hydropower plant, with 118-megawatt 
(MW) capacity, located at the Nikachhu River, Trongsa district in the central region of Bhutan.  Its 
aim is to export power to India through a public–private partnership.  It follows the Dagachhu 
hydropower plant (126 MW) design, which was successfully completed in April 2015 under ADB’s 
Green Power Development Project.4 
 
4. Table 1 provides a summary of the project reviewed. 
 

Table 1: Bhutan Second Green Power Development Project at a Glance 
 

Financing modality Sovereign project financing 

Grant/Loan number Grant 0421, Loan 3225-BHU, Loan 3226-BHU 

Total estimated project 
cost 

$198.18 million 

Amount of ADB 
financing and non-ADB 
financing 

OCR loan:  $70.00 million 
ADF grant:  $25.25 million 
ADF loan:  $25.25 million 
Indian commercial banks:  $58.82 million 
Counterpart:  $18.86 million 

Impact and outcome The project’s impact will be expanded cross-border power trading, 
and the outcome will be increased clean hydropower generation in 
Bhutan. 

Outputs The outputs are: (i) a 118 MW hydropower generation plant 
constructed; (ii) project management and implementation capacity 
enhanced; and (iii) hydropower development and trading 
framework improved. 

Implementation 
arrangements 

Druk Green Power Corporation (DGPC) is the executing agency 
and Tangsibji Hydro Energy Limited (THyE) is the implementing 
agency. 

Procurement ICB 2 contracts (ADB and commercially financed) 

NCB 5 contracts (DGPC and commercially financed) 

Consulting services 300 person-months (DGPC financed) 

ADF: Asian Development Fund; ICB: International competitive bidding; NCB: Bhutan international and national 
competitive bidding; OCR: Ordinary Capital Resources 

 

 
3  The PPRR team comprised OAI staff and consultants. 
4   ADB. 2017. Project Completion Report. Bhutan: Green Power Development Project. Manila 
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5. ADB’s project pipeline for Bhutan includes three more green power projects, for approval 
in 2019, 2020, and 2021 respectively, with a total project cost of $785 million, of which $260 
million will be financed by ADB.5 
 
PPRR Scope and Methodology 
 
6. The project’s vulnerabilities and risks in procurement, financial management, and asset 
management were assessed through the review of (i) the two largest works contracts: Contract A 
awarded on 20 April 2016 and Contract B awarded on 30 December 2015; and (ii) 30 withdrawal 
applications. 
 
7. The reviewed contracts have a total value of $90.6 million, representing 75% of ADB’s 
funding.  Disbursements under these two contracts amount to $32.80 million or about 36% of 
ADB’s funding.6   
 
8. The PPRR: (a) assessed THyE’s internal controls and capacity; (b) examined the 
processes and documentation for all procurement stages; (c) verified the appropriateness of 
disbursements and related documentation; and (d) inspected the progress of civil works contracts 
and other assets at the project sites.  The project’s vulnerabilities are classified based on 
adherence to the core principles of project integrity (integrity pillars): transparency, fairness, and 
accountability and control.  
 
 

II. FINDINGS AND RECOMMENDATIONS 

 
A. Overall project assessment 

9. Strong project ownership.  DGPC and THyE have demonstrated strong ownership of 
the project.  Staff actively participated in the discussions and provided valuable insights on the 
procurement and financial management processes and the contractor’s performance.  Staff 
responded timely and adequately to PPRR team queries.  DGPC and THyE’s actions are 
generally compliant with ADB’s procurement and financial management rules and regulations. 
   
10. Implementation delays.  The project is delayed by about two years.  Following ADB’s 
approval in December 2014, the loan and grant became effective in June 2015.   It was intended 
to award both works contracts by June 2015 for completion by the second quarter of 2019.  While 
Contract B was awarded in December 2015, Contract A, which is on the critical path, was awarded 
in April 2016. 
 
11. The implementation Contract A was further delayed by the slow mobilization of the 
contractor, unforeseeable geotechnical conditions at the project site, and serious cashflow 
limitations of the contractor.7  It is expected that completion of the works will take one year longer 
than the agreed contract duration of four years.  Hence, the project’s completion is expected to 
be April 2021, two years later than expected at the time of loan approval. 

 

 
5  ADB. 2018. Country Operations Business Plan: Bhutan 2019-2021. Manila 
6  As of 31 January 2019, the PPRR cut-off date. 
7   Unforeseeable geotechnical conditions are physical conditions that the contractor could not possibly inspect prior 

to bid submission. 
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12. Recommendation. Project delays are critical, especially when revenue streams have been 
committed, as in this case through a Power Purchase Agreement.8  DGPC, THyE, and ADB need 
to ensure no further delays will occur, through microplanning of works and early identification and 
mitigation of project risks. Furthermore, THyE should consider appointing a professional project 
manager experienced in hydropower projects with concrete gravity dam, underground works and 
underground powerhouse installation and recruiting a professional scheduler experienced in 
using project management tools such as MS-Project or Primavera.   For future projects, THyE 
should engage reputable and experienced international engineering firms and/or experts to 
manage similar projects.  
 
13. Limited market conditions. Few firms submitted bids on this project.  If this were to 
continue in future hydro-power projects in Bhutan, it may lead to price increases, reduced quality 
of works, and/or increased risk of integrity violations, such as collusion.  It is important to promote 
competition by developing the interest of other, qualified contractors to bid on these projects and 
to ensure the timely delivery of the planned investments, at acceptable costs.  
 
14. Recommendation. Prior to initiating new projects, DGPC and ADB should conduct 
thorough country, sector and project-focused risk assessments to develop procurement plans that 
broaden the pool of capable contractors interested to participate in bidding for future projects.   
 
B. Project’s vulnerabilities 

15. The PPRR identified a total of 16 high and medium risk findings:9 (i) 5 in procurement; (ii) 
4 in financial management and disbursements; and (iii) 7 in asset management.   
 
(1) Procurement 

16. Summary conclusion. DGPC and THyE’s procurement capacity needs to be 
strengthened through hands-on training on bid document preparation and bid evaluation.  The 
procurement strategy and plan and the related bid and contract documents must align with the 
result of the procurement risk analysis. 

 
 
 

  

 
8  DGPC confirmed that they can honor their commitments by sourcing from other hydro-energy plants in Bhutan. 
9  PPRR findings are rated as high, medium, or low to assist DGPC, THyE and ADB, as applicable, in prioritizing 

appropriate corrective actions. Risks ratings are defined as: (i) High - Immediate attention and prompt corrective 
action is required since failure to take action could result in major adverse impact on the project and the reputation 
of ADB and the Government of Bhutan; (ii) Medium - Action is required since failure to take action could result in 
negative consequences on the project and the reputation of ADB and the Government of Bhutan; and (iii) Low - 
The finding may not negatively impact the project and ADB’s reputation, yet any corrective actions will result in 
increased efficiencies.  For this PPRR, the risk ratings assigned are high and medium. 
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Table 2: Procurement-Related Findings 
 

 

No. Findings Contract Risk 
Rating 

Integrity Pillar 
Compromised 

PR-1 Contract conditions differ from 
recommended practice 
 

Contract A H Accountability and 
control 

PR-2 Insufficient financial due 
diligence 
 

Contract A M Accountability and 
control 

PR-3 Contract negotiations after 
contract award and prior to 
signing 
 

Contract A H Transparency 

PR-4 Inconsistent bid evaluation 
 

Contract B H Fairness 

PR-5 Calculation errors in bid 
evaluation  
 

Contracts 
A & B 

M Accountability and 
control 

 
17. PR-1: Contract conditions differ from recommended practice.  Contract A adopts the 
FIDIC Conditions of Contract for EPC/Turnkey Projects, which allocates all contractual risks, 
including the unforeseeable difficulties (GCC clause 4.12), to the contractor.10  The introductory 
notes of the FIDIC Conditions of Contract for EPC/Turnkey explicitly state that EPC contract 
conditions are not suitable for construction involving substantial underground works (See text box 
below, relevant texts underlined for emphasis).11 
 

 

18. DGPC and THyE understand the limitations of the EPC contract conditions and have 
modified these such that THyE (the employer) bears the risks for some of the unforeseeable 

 
10  FIDIC 1999. Conditions of Contract for EPC/Turnkey Projects. First Edition. Geneva. 
11  In EPC contracts, the contractor assumes ‘single responsibility’ for design and construction. Consequently, prior to 

bidding, the employer must allow the contractor adequate time and opportunity to obtain and consider the required 
information, assess all risks and price these fairly, and include these in the bid price.   For this contract, which 
includes major underground works, such a risk assessment could not be practically made, since each potential 
bidder would have to carry out an extensive geological survey.   

These Conditions of Contract for EPC/Turnkey Projects are not suitable for use in the following 
circumstances: 
 

- If there is insufficient time or information for tenderers to scrutinize and check the 
Employer’s Requirements or for them to carry out their design, risk assessment studies and 
estimating (taking account of Sub-Clauses 4.12 and 5.1). 

- If construction will involve substantial work underground or work in other areas which 
tenderers cannot inspect. 

- If the Employer intends to supervise closely or control the Contractor’s work, or to review 
most of the construction drawings. 

- If the amount of each interim payment is to be determined by and official or other 
intermediary. 

 

FIDIC recommends the Conditions of Contract of Plant and Design-Build be used in the above 
circumstances for Works designed by (on behalf of) the Contactor.   
 

Note:  Texts are underlined by OAI for emphasis. 
 

Source: FIDIC 1999. Conditions of Contract for EPC/Turnkey Projects. First Edition. Geneva. 
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difficulties.  They introduced a price and payment schedule for rock excavation following an 
admeasurement contract approach, by specifying estimated quantities (by rock class) and 
allowing payment based on actual works performed, which is not typical for EPC contracts.  
Payments in an EPC contract are on lumpsum basis only, following specified milestones. 
 
19. Under an EPC contract, the involvement of the employer is minimal and there is no 
specified role for an ‘engineer’ (as the employer’s representative).  However, THyE is involved in 
daily project management, basically acting as the ‘engineer’.  For example, THyE and the 
contractor discuss and agree on contract variations due to unforeseeable difficulties, the cost of 
which is normally included in the bid price for an EPC contract. Because these matters are not 
adequately covered by the existing contract, they increase the risk of disputes, implementation 
delays and – related thereto – lost revenues for the project.   
 
20. Recommendation. For this contract, it is recommended that THyE’s team of engineers 
needs to address the reported risks and any other risks arising from the current contract A design, 
through a detailed risk assessment and mitigation plan. ADB Energy Division, South Asia 
Department (SAEN), in consultation with the Office of the General Counsel (OGC) and 
Procurement, Portfolio and Financial Management Department (PPFD), should provide technical 
guidance to THyE in mitigating the risks identified. 
 
21. In future projects, ADB and DGPC should conduct strategic procurement planning, which 
includes more comprehensive and project-focused risk assessments, to enable THyE to design 
and package procurement plans that meet project requirements.   
 
22. PR-2: Insufficient financial due diligence.  As a final step prior to award, THyE should 
always ensure that the lowest evaluated substantially responsive bidder continues to have the 
financial and technical capability or qualifications to execute the contract.  It is unclear under 
Contract A whether THyE appropriately assessed the contractor’s financial capacity prior to 
contract award.  The winning bidder’s latest financial statements used in the bid evaluation were 
for the fiscal year 2013-2014 and the notification of award was given on 2 December 2015.  THyE 
should have requested the most recent financial resources, including financial statements, and 
reassessed the bidder’s financial capacity.  The winning bidder’s cash flows issues contributed to 
the implementation delays as discussed in paragraphs 10-11.   
 
23. Recommendation. It is imperative that THyE assesses the bidders’ financial capacity 
during evaluation and prior to contract award.  Results should be documented in the bid evaluation 
report (BER).   

 
24. PR-3: Contract negotiations after contract award and prior to signing.12  THyE and 
the lowest evaluated substantially responsive bidder for Contract A held extensive negotiations 
on technical specifications following the issuance of the letter of acceptance (notification of award) 
on 2 December 2015 and prior to contract signing on 20 April 2016.  While ADB acknowledges 
that employers may prefer to discuss administrative and technical issues with the lowest 
evaluated substantially responsive bidder prior to contract signing, negotiations and modifications 
of the commercial terms and conditions, including technical specifications or other items that may 

 
12   Paras. 2.61 – 2.64 of the ADB Procurement Guidelines (2013) state the circumstances where negotiations may be 

allowed with prior ADB approval. 
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affect the bid price, are generally not permitted.13  Such negotiations are not transparent and are 
regarded as a serious risk by potential bidders. 
 
25. Under the international competitive bidding (ICB) method, the employer must invite bids 
based on well-defined qualification requirements and technical specifications.  The bidders 
provide unconditional offers, of which the lowest responsive bid may be accepted by the 
employer, without conditions.  
 
26. THyE clarified that the negotiations did not seek to remedy deviations but were focused 
on the: (i) technical capabilities of the proposed sub-contractors; (ii) proposed technical variations 
to THyE’s initial design; (iii) interface issues between Contracts A and B; and (iv) availability and 
age of the contractor’s equipment.  
 
27. Nevertheless, agreement on these issues was presented by THyE to the contractor as a 
condition for contract signing. The procurement process does not permit this kind of conditional 
contract award to contractors that have complied with bid requirements.  The contractor has legal 
grounds to argue misprocurement, which could result in lengthy legal procedures and 
implementation delays.14   
 
28. Recommendation.  Instead of through negotiations, non-conformity issues of a bid such 
as deviations, reservations, and omissions should be addressed by strictly following the bid 
evaluation process as outlined in the Instructions to Bidders and presented in Figure 1.  The 
treatment of non-conformity issues should be documented in the BER. OAI further recommends 
that SAEN closely monitors that THyE promptly sends the contract to the winning bidder following 
the notification of award and that the winning bidder signs and returns the contract to THyE within 
the prescribed period of 28 days after receipt of the notification of award.  
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 
13  Price negotiations may be allowed in instances where bid prices substantially exceed the cost estimates. Additional 

guidance is provided in paras.2.63-2.64 of the ADB Procurement Guidelines (2013). 
14  Once a bid is accepted, the employer issues a notification of award, which constitutes a legally binding contract 

(ITB clause 43.3).  The only conditions to be complied with by the contractor are timely submission of a signed 
contract and the performance security (ITB clauses 44.2 and 45.1).  When the contractor does not comply, the 
contract may be annulled (ITB clause 45.2). 
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Figure 1: Evaluation Process Outlined in the Instructions to Bidders 

 

29. PR-4: Inconsistent bid evaluation.  For Contract B, THyE initially disqualified a bidder 
because the bid validity date listed in the Letter of Technical Bid is a month short of the required 
validity of 30 October 2015.  The bidder’s cover letter stated the correct bid validity date and the 
bid security stated the correct bid security validity date. The bidder was not requested to clarify 
this discrepancy in its bid and was rejected since their bid was not substantially responsive to the 
commercial terms and conditions of the contract. This recommendation was supported by ADB 
and the technical evaluation result was approved by fax dated 11 September 2015. 

 

30. Once the bidder was informed by THyE of its rejection by letter dated 28 September 2015, 
it responded by disagreeing with the findings, claiming that the cover letter and bid security both 
complied with the required validity dates. THyE nevertheless insisted on its rejection. 
 

31. On 2 October 2015, ADB requested THyE to evaluate the same bidder’s technical bid and 
submit a technical evaluation report which explains that there are material deviations that support 
the rejection of this bid. ADB stated that no clarifications should be requested from the bidder.  
 
32. On 3 October 2015, THyE submitted a supplementary BER to ADB, and cited the following 
additional reasons for disqualifying this bidder: 
 

(i) non-submission of proposed mobilization schedule and proposed construction 
schedule; and 

(ii) incomplete information in form PER-2 – Resume of proposed personnel.  
 
33. ADB accepted this evaluation by fax dated 6 October 2015, and stated that the bid validity 
issue is irrelevant, and the non-submission of the mobilization and construction schedules are 
major deviations and are basis for rejection of the bid.  ADB recommended to commence with the 
financial bid opening on 8 October 2015. 
 

Identify deviations, reservations 
and/or omissions (ITB 30) 

Waive non-conformities 
 (ITB 30) 

Technical bid is 
responsive  

Request clarifications 
 (ITB 29; 32.2) 

Technical bid is 
non-responsive 

Material (ITB 30.2) Non-material (ITB 30.2) 

Quantify non-conformities 
and adjust bid price for 

comparison 
 (ITB 29; 32.2) 

Lowest priced 
technical 

responsible bid 

Technical 
discussions 

Letter of acceptance 
& contract signing 
(ITB 42.3; 44.2; 

45.1; 54.2 
 

Technical evaluation 

Financial evaluation 
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34. The approach in evaluating bids was inconsistent, and some decisions were made either 
with or without clarification from bidders.  THyE requested other bidders to clarify their bids and 
submit additional documents on proposed personnel, sub-contractors, equipment, and financial 
resources.  The inconsistent approach leads to unfair treatment of bidders and may adversely 
impact competitive procurement.   
 
35. Recommendation.  THyE should adopt a consistent approach to evaluating different bids, 
particularly in seeking clarifications, to ensure that all bidders are treated equally.  THyE should 
document the justification in the BER if a decision has been made not to request a bidder to clarify 
its bid.   
 
36. ADB should request and review bids (for prior review contracts) when there are concerns 
on bid evaluation aspects, before issuing ‘no objection’, and document the review and comments 
in the electronic Procurement Approval Forms. 
 
37. PR-5: Calculation errors in bid evaluation. In both Contracts A and B, the bid evaluation 
committee (BEC) committed calculation errors pertaining to the (i) bidders’ net worth; (ii) discount 
offered; and (iii) notional loss based on the efficiency of proposed equipment used to determine 
the final bid price. These errors did not impact the evaluation and contract award decision.  Table 
3 provides additional details.  
 

Table 3: Calculation Errors in the Bid Evaluation Report 

Description Amounts in the BER Correct Amounts 
Contract A: Net worth of the winning 
bidder 
 

Nu.12,001.10 million Nu.13,001.10 million 

Contract A: Proposed discount of the 
winning bidder 
 

Nu.1,271.94 million Nu.1,359.60 million 

Contract B: Notional loss based on 
efficiency of proposed equipment to 
determine final bid price 
 

$0.44 million $0.16 million 

 
38. Recommendation.   The BEC should exercise due care during bid evaluation and the BEC 
members should peer review calculations, tables, and schedules to detect and correct any errors. 
 
(2) Financial Management 

39. Summary conclusion. The findings show that THyE’s financial internal controls need 
further improvement.  ADB needs to follow the prescribed approval process for technical and 
commercial contract variations.  DGPC’s and THyE’s contract management capacity needs to be 
strengthened through hands-on training.  As part of the preparation of new projects, a staff training 
needs analysis and plan need to be prepared. 
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Table 4: Financial Management-Related Findings 
 

 

No. Findings Contract Risk 
Rating 

Integrity Pillar 
Compromised 

FM-1 Adjusted commercial contract 
terms 
 

Contract A  H Fairness 

FM-2 Shortcomings in bank guarantee 
for additional mobilization 
advance  
 

Contract A M Accountability and control 

FM-3 Non-compliance with materials 
advance condition 
 

Contract A M Accountability and control 

FM-4 Inadequate controls over the 
delivery of goods against 
advances to suppliers 
 

Contract A M Accountability and control 

 
40. FM-1: Adjusted commercial contract terms. To avoid project delays because of the 
contractor’s inability to fulfill the required cashflow requirements, THyE agreed to adjust the 
following commercial terms of Contract A: 
 

• Increase the advance payment from 10% to 15% of the contract amount (PCC 14.2); 

• Increase of payment milestones (PCC 14.4); 

• Waive the minimum interim payments of 1% of contract amount (PCC14.6); 

• ADB’s payment to the main contractor’s suppliers and sub-contractors through direct 
payment method (PCC14.6); and 

• THyE’s payment to the main contractor’s suppliers and sub-contractors through 
advance fund method. 

 
41. These adjustments were approved by ADB through a ‘minor change’15 and by including 
the option as a Particular Condition of Contract (PCC).16  The PPRR team noted that the final 
endorsement did not fully follow ADB’s internal process.17   
 
42. The payment adjustments were meant to reduce the impact of the main contractor’s cash 
flow problems on the project’s implementation progress.  However, these adjustments also reduce 
the financing costs of the contractor.  Consequently, and as part of the discussion on the revision 
of these commercial terms, the effect on the contractor’s financing costs should have been 
considered when adjusting the commercial terms.  Bidders in similar contracts in the future may 
deliberately submit low bids with expectations that their losses may be recouped after contract 
award through adjustment of the commercial terms of the contract. 
 
43. Recommendation. For this contract, THyE should document the justification for amending 
the commercial terms and SAEN should consult PPFD and OGC to identify, assess and mitigate 
any contractual and/or legal risks resulting from these adjustments. For future contracts, THyE 

 
15  Approved by the Director, ADB South Asia Energy Division (SAEN) through Back-to-Office Report dated 29 May 

2017.  
16  PCC 14.6 allows for direct payment by the Employer to the Contractor’s suppliers and sub-contractor. The Employer 

has the right to activate this mechanism.  
17  SAEN should have approved the change in commercial terms of the contract, including activating the direct payment 

option, following consultation with PPFD and OGC, in accordance with PAI 3.11, clause 3(ii). 
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should not allow requests from contractors to adjust the commercial terms to avoid opportunities 
for collusion.  If unavoidable, ADB should review and approve contract modifications according to 
the provisions of PAI 3.11.  THyE should document the purpose of the adjustments, which should 
be for the project’s benefit such as early completion, reduction in contract amount, or better 
quality.   
 
44. FM-2: Shortcomings in bank guarantee for additional mobilization advance.  Clause 
14.2 ‘Advance Payment’ of GCC and PCC of Contract A provides that THyE shall make an 
advance payment of 10% of the contract price for mobilization and design when the contractor 
submits a guarantee in accordance with the details and form as set out in the PCC.   ADB has 
paid the original advance in full and approved an additional 5% mobilization advance to the main 
contractor by letter dated 13 June 2017.  It was agreed that the mobilization advance will be 
disbursed by the main contractor to the labor sub-contractor because the main contractor could 
not obtain the necessary bank guarantee due to cash flow problems.  
 
45. On 28 December 2017, ADB released the additional mobilization advance of 
Nu.31,100,000 to the main contractor.  The bank guarantee provided by the sub-contractor names 
THyE as the beneficiary and allows THyE to claim payment in the event that the sub-contractor 
breaches the subcontract.  Therefore, an attempt by THyE to claim payment under this bank 
guarantee may be subject to legal challenge because THyE is only a party to the main contract, 
not to the sub-contract, and the bank guarantee refers only to performance failures under the sub-
contract, not the main contract.  It would be difficult for THyE to confirm any breach has been 
committed by the sub-contractor in its contract with the main contractor considering that THyE is 
not a party to the subcontract.  A successful challenge would lead to the loss of recourse against 
the contractor in case of non-performance by the sub-contractor.   
 
46. Recommendation. THyE should request a bank guarantee for the additional mobilization 
advance that meets the requirements under the contract. OAI notes that the payment of this 
advance dates two years ago, hence OAI expects the main contractor to have already fixed its 
financial issues by this time. The guarantees provided by the sub-contractor may be returned 
once the contractor issues new ones in favor of THyE. THyE should ensure that for future 
contracts, the contractor provides an enforceable bank guarantee for any additional mobilization 
advance.18  
 
47. FM-3: Non-compliance with materials advance condition.  The contract conditions 
(PCC 14.2) stipulate that the contractor may request an advance payment of 75% of the invoice 
amount for construction materials based on the main conditions that the materials shall be: (i) 
delivered at the site of the works; (ii) properly stored; and (iii) protected against loss, damage, or 
deterioration.  Under these conditions, THyE endorsed advance payments directly to the 
contractor’s suppliers for 100% of the value of purchased machinery (amounting to the equivalent 

of approximately $2 million), even though these were not yet received at the project site.  THyE 
acknowledges that the payment does not comply with the referred contract condition, but states 
that this was a special arrangement to accelerate the project activities. 
 
48. Advance payments in the form of direct disbursement to the bank accounts of contractor’s 
supplier exceeding the ceiling limit and not complying with the specific delivery conditions violate 
the terms and conditions of the contract.   
 

 
18  OAI consulted OGC on this matter. 
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49. Recommendation. THyE should strictly follow the contract provisions for endorsing and 
releasing the payments to contractors.  However, if there is any other arrangement for payment, 
THyE needs to justify and document that this is for the project’s benefit.  
 
50. FM-4: Inadequate controls over the delivery of goods against advances to suppliers.  
THyE used the Nu.200 million advance fund (imprest account) approved by ADB to pay suppliers 
based on purchase orders and proforma invoices.  THyE recorded the goods as received based 
on proforma invoices without verification whether the goods have been delivered or not.  Also, 
the documentation to substantiate payments from the advance fund is incomplete.  The lack of 
adequate documentation may result in erroneous payments and increased project costs. 
 
51. Recommendation.   THyE should monitor the delivery of goods paid out of the advance 
fund and maintain complete financial documentation.  
 
52. Action taken.  THyE formed a committee to rigorously monitor and ensure that equipment 
and material funded through the imprest fund are delivered to the project site and used specifically 
for the project.  Verification of the action taken will be conducted through a follow-up review in 
2020.  

 
(3) Asset Management 

53. Summary conclusion. The contractor’s technical and financial capacity is weak, as 
demonstrated by the findings below.  THyE must continue to intensify its supervision of 
contractor’s performance and compliance with contract conditions.  DGPC and THyE must ensure 
the works are implemented according to loan and grant agreements.  
 

Table 5: Asset Management-Related Findings 
 

 

No. Findings 
Contract Risk 

Rating 
Integrity Pillar 
Compromised 

AM-1 Contractual delays  
 

Contracts 
A & B 

M Accountability and control 

AM-2 Unsecured funding  
 

Contracts 
A & B 

M Accountability and control 

AM-3 Inadequate performance 
security  
 

Contracts 
A & B 

M Accountability and control 

AM-4 Safety hazards  Contracts 
A & B 

M Accountability and control 

AM-5 Unadjusted contract amount  
 

Contract A M Accountability and control 

AM-6 Insufficient safeguards over 
delivered assets  
 

Contract B M Accountability and control 

AM-7 Insufficient details in progress 
reports 
 

Contracts 
A & B 

M Accountability and control 

 
54. AM-1: Contractual Delays.  The originally agreed completion dates for Contracts A and 
B are 20 April 2020 and 19 March 2020, respectively.  As of January 2019, the physical progress 
of Contract A is at 27% and Contract B is at 66%.  The implementation progress of Contract A is 
delayed because of the following: 
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• delay in contractor’s mobilization; 

• shortage of materials (i.e., aggregates); 

• unexpected geological conditions; 

• unforeseen design changes; and 

• cash flow shortage of the contractor. 
 

55. As a result of delays, the completion dates of Contracts A and B were extended to 20 April 
2021. 
 
56. To manage the progress of the works, THyE intensified its project monitoring, particularly 
of material demand and supply, manpower deployment, and construction equipment mobilization.  
THyE and the main contractor agreed on a detailed work schedule of the remaining contract 
activities and THyE mobilized staff to monitor the implementation of this plan. 
 
57. Contractual delays in infrastructure projects will result in cost overruns, loss of revenue, 
and payment of liquidated damages as stipulated in the Power Purchase Agreement.   Further 
delay of Contract A may lead to payment of liquidated damages to the contractor of Contract B, 
since Contract B progress relies on the progress of Contract A. 
 
58. Recommendations:  

 
i. It is essential that THyE and the contractor avoid further delays.  THyE should continue 

the microplanning of works to closely monitor the revised work schedule especially on 
the dam excavation works which might be affected by monsoon season.  It should 
immediately seek expert’s advice regarding water diversion methods, grouting, and 
protection measures, when required.  

 
ii. THyE is advised to immediately request ADB’s approval of the revised implementation 

schedules and completion dates.  In future contracts, ADB’s prior approval should be 
obtained before agreeing to revise the implementation schedules and completion 
dates. 19  

 

59. AM-2: Unsecured funding.  As mentioned in paragraph 55, the expected completion date 
for both Contracts A and B is 20 April 2021.  Since the ADB loan and grant closing date is 30 
June 2020, any works carried out after that date cannot be funded by ADB. 20  
 
60. As per contract conditions (GCC 2.4 Employer’s Financial Arrangement), THyE has a 
contractual obligation to inform the contractor that current financial arrangements are no longer 
sufficient given the extended contract completion dates.  The project without secured funding and 
non-compliance of THyE to contract conditions may result in suspension of the works by the 
contractor, which would result in income losses to the government. 
 
61. Recommendation.  THyE should immediately: (i) inform the contractors on the current 
financial arrangements in accordance with GCC. 2.4 and (ii) request ADB to approve extension 
of loans and grant closing dates to secure funding until six months after the physical completion 
of Contracts A and B.21 

 
19  Since the extension of the contract completion date will require a loan closing date extension, this modification is 

‘material’.  Approval procedure needs to follow ADB’s PAI 3.11 clause 3(i). 
20  The closing date of Loans 3225-BHU and 3226-BHU and Grant 0421-BHU is 30 June 2020. 
21  ADB approval procedure needs to follow PAI 4.03. 
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62. Actions taken. THyE informed OAI that it has already submitted the draft letter together 
with the justification for extension of loan and grant closing dates for ADB’s review and comments. 
Verification of the request from THyE will be conducted through a follow-up review in 2020. 
 

63. AM-3: Inadequate performance security.  The performance security for Contract A is 
valid until 20 May 2023 and for Contract B until 3 January 2022.22  Following the revised and 
agreed contract completion schedule, the performance securities for both contracts should be 
extended up to the end of the defect liability periods.  Inadequate performance security exposes 
THyE to financial risks in the event of a dispute and may affect the completion of the works.  THyE 
confirms it will take up the extension of guarantees at an appropriate time. 
 
64. Recommendation.  THyE should immediately request extended performance securities 
which cover the defect liability periods following the revised work schedule. 
 
65. AM-4: Safety hazards.  The bid documents provide a full and detailed listing of the health 
and safety requirements and standards to be implemented by the contractor.23  Nevertheless, it 
was observed that the contractor does not comply with these requirements and standards in all 
aspects: (i) the safety signs are inadequate; (ii) personal protection equipment, such as boots, 
body reflectors and hearing protection, is inadequate; and (iii) there are no clearly displayed 
evacuation plan nor medical facilities on site.  Visitors entering the tunnels were not signed in and 
out, nor briefed on safety and evacuation plans. 
 
66. The risk of incapacitation and loss of workers’ life is high.  Although THyE submits that the 
Ministry of Labour and Human Resources monitors and assesses the compliance to Occupational 
Health and Safety polices, the first agency responsible for the implementation of the contract 
conditions is THyE.  
 
67. Recommendation.  THyE should immediately enforce the appropriate contract clauses on 
health and safety.  Non-compliance by the contractor should be penalized.  

 
68. Actions taken. THyE confirmed that it has undertaken the following actions:  

 

• use of ‘toolbox’ talks and medical dispensaries;  

• development of a safety manual; 

• proper documentation on loss timework,  

• hazard identification, risk assessment and risk control (HIRAC) at the project site; 

• installation of safety signage at various work fronts and caution notices at hazardous 
places; 

• distribution of personal protective equipment to the workers; 

• issuance of visitor cards; and 

• ongoing recruitment of a safety officer. 
 

69. Verification of the implemented safety measures will be conducted through a follow-up 
review in 2020. 
 

70. AM-5: Unadjusted contract amount.  Because of technical adjustment of the supplied 
equipment under the Contract B, some of the tunneling works under Contract A will be reduced 

 
22  The issued performance security covers the defect liability period of the contract. 
23  General technical requirements of Section 6: Employer’s requirements of the Bid Document 
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(value engineering).24  This change has not been reflected through a reduced contract amount for 
Contract A.  THyE confirms that the contract price reduction has been negotiated already and the 
adjustment shall be made at an appropriate time. 
 
71. Recommendation.  THyE should ensure that the contract price of Contract A is adjusted 
as soon as possible, to avoid the risk of excess payment to the contractor. 

 
72. AM-6: Insufficient safeguards over assets. Under Contract B, the contractor has 
supplied some of the plant and mandatory spare parts.  THyE has paid: (i) 80% of the value of 
the equipment supplied and (ii) 10% of total contract value as mobilization advance.  Since there 
is a delay in Contract A, the goods cannot be delivered to the site, and THyE has allowed 
temporary storage in the DGPC warehouse.  THyE and the contractor agreed that while the assets 
are stored at the DGPC warehouse, the responsibility for safekeeping the equipment is with the 
contractor. 

 
73. During asset inspection, it was noted that: (i) there are no records of the receipt, location, 
and custodianship of assets at the storage; (ii) there are no markings on the boxes and/or 
packages indicating the specifications and description of the items; and (iii) the bigger and bulkier 
items, packed in wooden boxes as well as loose iron and steel items, are lying in the open without 
adequate protection against adverse weather conditions, water and rust. Improper materials 
storage and records management may lead to the loss and/or deterioration of assets, resulting in 
increased costs and reduced revenues. 
 

74. Recommendation. THyE should work with the contractor to establish and document a 
policy on materials protection and storage, and records maintenance.  This should include 
procedures in handling the materials, protection against damage and theft, the appropriate forms 
on tracking of materials movement, and responsible contractor personnel.  

 
75. Actions taken. THyE informed OAI that a warehouse has been constructed to store the 
electrical and mechanical equipment. Inspection of the warehouse and records maintenance will 
be conducted through a follow-up review in 2020. 
 
76. AM-7: Insufficient details in progress reports.  The progress reports prepared by THyE 
lack adequate information on: (i) delays related to design changes approval, non-availability of 
construction drawings, and adverse weather conditions; (ii) civil works completion status (planned 
vs actual); (iii) status of design, approval, manufacturing, delivery, assembly, fabrication and 
testing of mechanical works; and (iv) commercial and/or financial issues.25  Inadequate monitoring 
and reporting on the project progress results in reduced project management control and will lead 
to further contractual delays.   
 
77. Recommendation.  THyE should prepare comprehensive monthly progress reports that, 
at a minimum, include the planned and actual status of civil and mechanical works, delays and 
causes of delays, commercial and/or financial issues, revised schedule, if any, and other 
information that will facilitate better project monitoring 
 
 
 

 
24  A change in the dimensions of the generator (Contract B) results in a reduced power house height (Contract A). 
25  December 2018 and January 2019 progress reports were reviewed during the PPRR fieldwork. 
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III. OVERALL RECOMMENDATIONS 

 
78. The PPRR team has identified issues on procurement and contract management that will 
more than likely, if not addressed, lead to similar issues in future projects.  It is important that both 
ADB and DGPC continue to take appropriate steps to mitigate the project implementation delays, 
enhance the procurement capacity of the bid evaluation committee, and improve the preparation 
and design of similar hydro-power projects in Bhutan.   
 
79. The application of lessons learned and recommendations from this PPRR will enhance 
the implementation of the remainder of the project, as well as new projects. The PPRR team 
encourages the South Asia Department (SARD) to continue to work with the government of 
Bhutan to strengthen its commitment in promoting transparency and accountability. 
Implementation of recommendations in this report would only augment results achieved to date.  
 
80. OAI will follow up the implementation of the recommendations in this report in 2020.  OAI 
requests SAEN to monitor THyE’s implementation progress and provide periodic updates to OAI.   
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